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Sindhi in Arabic script is recognized as the language of Sindh in Pakistan with
a fairly developed print culture in the form of newspapers, magazines and
other publications and University departments researching into the language.
It has its own True type fonts that are cheap and easily accessible. However,
literature or electronic Sindhi produced in Sindh is not available to the Sindhi
population in India, which is scattered and unable to read the Arabic script,
writing in Devanagri script. Thus the aim of the project is to facilitate electronic
and written communication between Sindhi people living in India and Pakistan
through the development of a bi-directional web based Sindhi Language
Transliteration Tool. The target groups will be Media organizations (such as
magazines/newspapers), literary and literacy promotional organizations,
writers and NGOs involved in dissemination activities amongst the urban and
rural poor, virtual Sindhi speaking communities, schools, and colleges. This
project will develop a complete machine transliteration system for Sindhi
scripts to facilitate the use of these technologies on the web, thus enhancing
networking between India and Pakistan.
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Project Summary
Tips: It is recommended to complete this section once you have finalized the text of the report. It will be
easier to go back through to build the summary based on the highlights of the report the project team just put
together.
The Project Summary can be up to one page long.
It should include a brief justification; an outline of the project objectives to be achieved; the project real timeline
and the main activities conducted.
The abstract of the project written when ISIF Asia initially approved the project and the objectives listed in the
Grants Agreement signed by APNIC and your organization should be useful inputs when preparing this section
of the report.
South Asia is one of those unique parts of the world
where single languages are written in different scripts.
This situation resides with the Sindhi language, which
is written in a Perso-Arabic script in Pakistan and in Devanagri script in
India and a growing numbers of Sindhis in the EU and US who use Roman
script. Sindhi is recognised as the language of a regional state in Pakistan
Sindh with a fairly developed print culture in the form of newspapers,
magazines and other publications and University departments researching
into the language. It has its own True type fonts that are cheap and easily
accessible. However, literature or electronic Sindhi produced in Sindh is
not available to the Sindhi population in India, which is geographically
scattered and without a local state to support language development. Two
barriers to communication exist, firstly the lack of state support and secondly the issue of mutually
incomprehensible scripts: Arabic and Devnagri cannot reach the population in the West and vice versa. Thus the
aim of the project is to facilitate electronic and written communication between Sindhi people living in India and
Pakistan through the development of a bi-directional web based Sindhi Language Transliteration Tool. The
target groups will be Media organizations (such as magazines/newspapers), literary and literacy promotional
organizations, writers and NGOs involved in dissemination activities amongst the urban and rural poor, virtual
Sindhi speaking communities, schools, and colleges. This project will develop a complete machine transliteration
system for Sindhi scripts to facilitate the use of these technologies on the web, thus enhancing networking
between India and Pakistan.
The main modules to be developed are:
1. Sindhi (Perso/Arabic) to Sindhi (Devanagri) electronic Dictionary
2. Sindhi (Devanagri) to Sindhi (Perso/Arabic) electronic Dictionary
3. Transliteration rules and mapping tables
4. Sindhi Corpus for Devnagri and Arabic scripts
5. Language models for Sindhi
In addition, we shall also provide the user option to convert a complete website of Sindhi from Devanagri to
Perso-Arabic script and vice-versa including all the links, as has already been done before in our previous
projects for Shahmukhi (Urdu) to Gurmukhi (http://s2g.learnpunjabi.org) and Urdu/Hindi
(http://uh.learnpunjabi.org) script transliteration. Hence, the final output of the project will be a website for online
transliteration of any Sindhi document into Sindhi script or Devanagri script and an ICT tool to convert any
Unicode based Sindhi website into other script will also be developed.
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Background and Justification
Tips: The reader should be reminded of the context your organization is working, and where the project has
been developed in.
This section provides a window to understand the challenges faced by the community you are working with.
Include a detailed description about the situation before the project start, describing any relevant aspects that
make the project relevant in such a particular scenario.
The reader should be provided with a clear description about the problem(s) to be addressed through this project
and the motivation from your organization and team members to get involved and offer a solution.
South Asia is one of those unique parts of the world where single languages are written in different scripts. Thus
far, with the aid of Pan Asia ICT and ISIF grants we have resolved the communication issues by software that
offers Urdu/Hindi translation and Punjabi transliteration. A similar problem resides with the Sindhi language,
which is written in a Perso-Arabic script in Pakistan and in Devanagri in India and a growing numbers of Sindhis
in the EU and US who use Roman script. Whilst in speech, Sindhi spoken in India and Pakistan is mutually
comprehensible in the written form it is not. We aim to provide a tool that will help Sindhi people to link across a
hostile geographical divide. In so doing we will provide an ITC solution to a social problem that had seemed
insurmountable for centuries.
Since the independence of India and Pakistan in 1947 the populations of each country has developed a set of
negative stereotypes that has resulted in three wars and continuing hostility. One of the barriers to people to
people communication has been the lack of access to each other’s literature due to script divides. Thus our work
thus far has aimed to lessen hostility between the two countries by aiding communication.
There are existing Sindhi online newspapers in Perso-Arabic modified script and thus the material available to a
wider audience is substantial. Potentially all members of the substantial Sindhi speaking population around the
world will benefit vastly from the Transliteration Tool. Email facilities would cross the geographical divide as well
as allow for online chatting. Business could communicate easier with each other, same as media, educational
and literary organizations. By enabling greater access to the print and news media in Pakistan to Indians, many
of the myths about each other’s countries will be countered, which feed into negative portrayals.
There are wider implications for the development of literacy in both India and Pakistan. Given that in Pakistan
there is a wealth of educational materials, from basic to university levels, and in Pakistan a massive population,
literate in basic Arabic script (due to being taught the Koran) but has no access to materials. The transliteration
tool will help in providing a facility where there can be an instantaneous conversion of materials.
The project is clearly in line with the overall objective of the program to in that it will develop a practical solution
using existing technologies to provide Internet based transliteration for Sindhi. This will increase networking and
provide access to ICT for a range of communities, thus enhancing learning through innovation and localization.
Year

Funding Agency

Project

Budget

2014-2015

The Information
Society Innovation
Fund (ISIF) Grants,
Australia

Enhancing Communication and Co-operation across South Asia:
An ICT Solution to Script Barriers

AU$ 29,819

2006-2008

Pan Asia Grants,
Singapore

Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi Transliteration Solution for
Networking

US$ 30,000
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Project objectives
Tips: Please include here the original objectives as listed on the Grant Agreement.
If any objectives were modified, added or removed during the reported period this should be explained/justified.
Original Objectives
Web based software package
developed for automatic machine
Sindhi transliteration with following
features:
1. Conversion of scripts with the click
of a mouse.
2. Transliteration accuracy to be more
than 95% at word level.
As part of this process the following
tools were also developed:
1. Dual script Sindhi electronic
Dictionaries.
2. Mapping tables and rules for transliteration.
3. Sentence aligned parallel script Sindhi corpus.
4. Language models for Sindhi.
5. Module for converting any Sindhi (Urdu script) website to Devanagri script and reverse.
Dissemination via social media and the active NGOs and websites engaged with Sindhi language and literature.
A launch Event held in Patiala and in collaboration with Sindhi language centre, Sindhi media in India and
Pakistan were engaged in the dissemination process.
Modification
The objectives were modified in terms of their ambition because there was a lack of soft data for Sindhi in the
Devnagri script. This meant that resources had to be diverted to the manual creation of a corpus, which was a
very time consuming task. Thus the overall objectives remained the same their scope and ambition was
restrained.

Users and uses
Tips: Discuss with your project team who would be the future users and how they would use the findings
throughout the project lifecycle. The uses identified should relate to the theory of change that you have
discussed with your project team. The discussion about theory of change, users and uses, will be a very
important input to your communication strategy: depending on who the user is and of what use will be the
findings, a communication strategy can be developed. For example, if the users of the findings are policy makers
and the use is to influence a change in the regulatory framework, which communication approach will work the
best?
Who will be the user of these findings?
What are the more relevant things the project team wants to learn about or evaluate through the lifecycle
of this project?
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There are a number of different users who could benefit from this report:
1. NGOs involved in dialogue between India and Pakistan who can understand the process by which cross
border work is possible.
2. Academics and researchers involved in the issue of transliteration at any juncture where the issue
arises, for example in situations where Persian and another script are used (there are many examples of
this across the world, especially in the Central Asian republics).
3. Academics and researchers in South Asia who are engaged in computational linguistics and who may
not have access to the research papers generated from the project.
4. The Indian Government department for languages engaged in researching, promoting and publishing
literature in regional languages could benefit where they desire to publish the text in multi/bi scripts but
lack adequate resources so far.
5. The international availability of the report can be of specific use to the foreign ministries of India and
Pakistan engaged in peace making for carrying out communication through internet where they can
transliterate the content into their own scripts; and who are otherwise unaware of such a technological
tool available at hand
Lesson Learnt by the Project Team:
The most important lesson learnt by the project team was that the transliteration system could be extended with
ease to incorporate a host of other Indian languages sharing similar speech but having different scripts for
writing, for example, like Kashmiri and Konkani languages of India.

Indicators
Tips: Indicators help to measure project’s progress.
Indicators help the objectives that were set by the project team to be affordable, tangible, and measurable.
They help to verify the success and rewrite the course in case we are not achieving it.
An indicator could be quantitative (percentage, amount) or qualitative (perception, opinion).
The ISIF Asia secretariat suggests the SMART approach to indicators:
S
M
A
R
T

Specific
Measurable
Achievable (acceptable, applicable, appropriate, attainable or agreed upon)
Relevant (reliable, realistic)
Time-bound

Baseline

Indicators

Progress

Assessment

Course of action

Not exist

Sindhi (Devnagri)
Typing Tool

Completed

We have enhanced Hindi Typing system by

This tool is used for creating
Sindhi (Devnagri) electronic
Dictionary and Corpus data.

Development of a
Sindhi rule based on
Transliteration
Engine

Completed

Not exist

incorporating additional
graphemes of Sindhi Script in Unicode.
Like Urdu/Hindi and Shahmukhi/Gurmukhi,
Sindhi Transliteration is achieved by extending
the existing Machine Transliteration Model.
Transliteration Accuracy ranges between 4050% at word level.

System had improved through
users Feedbacks.
Electronic Dictionaries are
planned/created to attain higher
level of Transliteration Accuracies.
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Baseline

Indicators

Progress

Assessment

Course of action

No
electronic
Dictionari
es exist

Dual script Sindhi
electronic
Dictionaries

Completed

It is necessary to continuously improve this
dictionary through feedback from users of the
tool.

Integration of Dictionaries into
Rule based system: Transliteration
Accuracy rose up to 80-85% at
word level.

Not exist

Create 2.5 million
Word corpuses of
Sindhi (dev).

Completed

The status of Sindhi in Devanagri has
hindered progress and reflects the need for
the tool.

Using NLP Tool for Corpus
Analysis to produce Sindhi Script
Bi-gram and tri-gram language
model.

(at least 25000
words in
Devnagri and
Arabic scripts)

5 million-word
corpuses of Sindhi
(Arabic).
Not exist

Creation of Offline
transliteration tool
having transliteration
accuracy more than
95% at word level

Completed

Transliteration Accuracy ranges between 9297% at word level

Planning “S A N G A M:: Perso
Arabic - Indic Script Transliteration
System” (Transliterate among
Urdu-Hindi, Shahmukhi-Gurmukhi
and Sindhi Scripts at a single UI)

Not Exist

Web based “S A N
G A M::Perso Arabic
- Indic Script
Transliteration
System”

Completed

Transliteration Accuracy ranges between 9297% at word level

N/A
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Project implementation: understanding the chain that leads to results
Tips: This is the most important section of the report. Here, the reader will understand the processes and
operational issues of your project and how they contribute to the achievement of the objectives and the theory
of change behind the project implementation.
Is possible that the project team’s understanding of the development problems to be addressed with this project
will have evolved or changed from those described when the project was originally submitted and approved. If
that is the case, please share what motivated the change and what course of action has the project team
identified.

Results chain diagram provided by In Develop

The aim of the project is to facilitate electronic and written communication between Sindhi people living in India
and Pakistan through the development of a bi-directional web based Sindhi Language Transliteration Tool. At
each stage of the project a number of organisations, individuals and language activists have been involved in
achieving the project’s objectives. The communication mechanism has been via personal visits, workshops and
online discussion.
Initial System Testing:
The following Sindhi Language experts were involved in the initial testing of the proposed system:
1. Dr. Bharat Rattanpal, Faculty of Technology & Engineering, MSU Baroda.
2. Ms. MadhuriWardey, Faculty of Technology & Engineering, MSU Baroda.
The transliteration tables given below were tested and improved upon. The initial testing support was an
important input and integral part of the system to examine whether the rule based engine output achieved as
intended or not. It was analogous to conducting pilot study for any research.
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Online Discussion:
a. Dr.BaldevMatlani, ex-head of Sindhi Department at Mumbai University.
b. Mr. Rakesh Lakhani http://rakeshlakhani.in/ Running Sindhi Blog.
As the tool was technically developed, a language expert and community activist helped in improving the
outputs, as given below. They suggested what resources were lacking in the Sindhi language, such as data
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dictionaries. They also highlighted important grammar and syntax rules that need to be carefully looked into for
the development of an accurate rule based transliteration engine. Their motivation yielded enough
encouragement to carry out the project at a rapid pace.
Meetings in Hyderabad, Sindh, Pakistan:
Between September 6-9th 2014, Dr Virinder Kalra made a trip to Hyderabad in Sindh in Pakistan to form links
and inform activists and academics about the transliteration software. Meetings were held with the following
people:
1. Anwar Figar Hakro chairman Dept of Sindhi, University of Sindh and staff members from the
department.
2. Aijaz Wassan, Chairman, Department of Sociology, University of Sindh and colleagues.
3. Sindhi Language Authority, with Dr. Fehmida Hussain and Dr Taj Joyo.
4. Sindhi language activists: Zulfiqar Halepoto, Masood Lohar , ManzoorJokhio , Naseer Mirza.

Sindh University, Sindh, Pakistan

Sindhi Language Authority (SLA), Hyderabad, Sindh, Pakistan

First Sindhi Workshop, Punjabi University, Patiala, Punjab, India:
5 Days workshop of Sindhi Language Experts was organised at Punjabi University, Patiala from October 27-31,
2014. The following language experts participated and provided their valuable expert feedback for the
development of the system.
1. Dr. M. K. Jetley, Vice Chairman, Sindhi Academy, Delhi.
2. Dr. Ravi ParkashTekchandani, Head, Sindhi Department, Modern Indian Languages, Delhi.
3. Dr.BaldevMatlani, Former Head, Mumbai University.
4. Dr.MurliBhavnani, Delhi.
5. Dr. Bharat Rattanpal, Faculty of Technology & Engineering, MSU Baroda.

Punjabi University Campus, Patiala, Punjab, India

Workshop in Progress, Punjabi University Campus, Patiala, Punjab, India
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Transliteration Output
Input Sindi (Devanagri)

स ध
िं ी

ाहित जे हिन ॾुख्ये दौर में , जिंहििं में माण्िू स ध
िं ी सिखणु पढ़णु त परे , ॻाल्िाइण में पपया
िॿिकनन. पर अॼु ॿि कुझु माण्िुनन खे पिंहििंजी भाषा िाइ मानु, स क ऐिं प्रेम आिे । अुन्िनन मािं हिकु
आिे शाइरु मुरिी गोपिन्दाणी. खेस

ॼाण आिे त िू जेको सिखे थो कुझु थोरा माण्िू ई पढ़िं दा. पोइ ॿि
िू सिखे थो, शायद इन िाइ त पिंहििंजीअ भाषा में सिखण ािं िंदस मन खे शािंती समिे थी. शाइरी िुन
खे िरर े में समसियि आिे । िंदस पपता श्री नाराइणदा 'नारद' ुठा ूफ़ी शाइर ऐिं राॻाई पपणण िुआ।
शाइर मुरिीअ सिखण जी शुरूआत 1966 में हििंदी शाइरीअ

ािं ऐिं 1990 खािं पोइ स ध
िं ीअ में कई। िे ि

ताईं हिन ॿिन्िी िोसियुनन में 500 कपिताऊिं सिणखयूिं आहिनन। रे डियो भुज तािं 55 भेरा पिंहििंजूिं रचनाऊिं
पेश करे चक
िं ीअ में ''ररश्तनन जो मरमु''
ु ो आिे । ि ककताि, हिकु हििंदीअ में ''करूणा उपिार'' ऐिं स ध
(गज़ि)

शाया थी चक
िं ी
ु ा अथस । हिन अदीि स ध

ाहित जे िर स न्फ़ ते सिणखयो आिे , चािे जदीद

शाइरी िुजे या क़दीम शाइरी, पेश ककतािु ''मिककयि मुकक'' जेको तविािं जे िथनन में आिे इन में पढ़िं दा
त शाइर िर स न्फ़ खे पेश कयो आिे , चािे अुिो िज़न ऐिं मात्राअुनन िारो ग़ज़िु िुजे या आज़ाद ु नज़्म।
मािं, शाइर मुरिीअ खे चङनन ािनन खािं ुञाणािं। नौकरीअ जे ररटाइरमें ट खािं पोइ गुज़ररयि हटनन
ििकयनन में स ध
िं ी शाइरीअ में पिंहििंजा पेर ॼमाए चुको आिे । जिंहििंजो सम ािु आिे त घणनई रर ािनन
में हिन जा ग़ज़ि छपपजणु ऐिं िक़्त ॿि िक़्त मुशाइरनन में शककत करणु। शाइर मुरिीअ जूिं किीताऊिं
हदसि खे छुििं दड़, ऐिं

ाफ़ु

ुथरनन ख्यािनन िाररयूिं आहिनन।

Output Sindhi (Person/Arabic)
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Second Sindhi Workshop, MSU Baroda, Gujarat, India:
A 5 days’ workshop was organized on February 16-20, 2015 at MSU Baroda, India. The overall objectives of this
workshop were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Information Sharing and Knowledge Creation.
To get final feedback from Sindhi speaking Community.
To bring more social impact of this project.
Creating more awareness among Sindhi speaking regions outside Punjab.
To publicize or disseminate the results of the project.

The following language experts participated and provided their valuable expert feedback for the developing
system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dr. Varsha Udhodacani, Lecturer, Sindhi Department, Faculty of Arts, MSU Baroda.
Tara C. Madnani, Secondary Teacher (Retd.), H.S.G.S. School, Vadodara.
Bharti R. Kewalramani, Principal (Retd.), Guest House, MSU Baroda.
Dr. Hundraj Balwani, Academic Secretary (Retd.), Text Book Board, Sector 10-A, Gandhinagar, Gujarat.
Subhash C. Sharma, Principal (Retd.), kubernagar, Ahmadabad.
H.K. Israni, Principal (Retd.), Gandhidham, Maitri Mandal, Adipur, kutch.
Seema Gurnani, Teacher (Retd.), Indian Institute of Sindhology, Adipur.
Vimmi Sadarangani, Associate Professor, Department of Sindhi, Tolani college of Arts & Science Adipur,
kutch.

Workshop in Progress, MSU Baroda, Gujarat, India

Guest House, MSU Baroda, Gujarat, India

Activities that we struggle to implement:
1. Prior to the research project there was no coordinated mechanism for Sindhi language activists and
experts to communicate with each other, as they have no state in India, which can support such
activities. This was overcome through electronic facilitation. We thus created a network as part of the
project to develop the software. We were careful to take into account a mix of gender and generation
when involving people in this network, but were still not able to achieve a balance. This reflected the
community of activists, academics and experts.
2. The online soft data for Sindhi (Dev. Script) is not available. We have to manually generate this soft data
from printed published work like books magazines, newspapers etc. This aspect has affected the project
objectives.
3. There is lack of ready to use computing resources for Sindhi language. Unfortunately, there is no any
electronic dictionary between the two scrip and further, non-standardization of Sindhi (Devnagri)
spellings has created a big challenge in terms of attaining higher transliteration accuracy at word level.
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Input

Project
activities

Outputs

Outcomes

Timeline

Status

Assessment

N/A

System
Analysis and
Design

Sindhi
Transliteration
Tables
Generated.

Sindhi Transliteration Tables
Generated.

March, 2014

Completed

Challenges:

Detailed
Analysis of
Sindhi
Language,
Scripts and
vocabulary for
transliteration
point of view

Missing Diacritical
marks and short
Vowels
Filling the Missing
Script Maps
Multiple Mappings
for Perso-Arabic
Characters
Transliteration
Ambiguity at Word
level
WordSegmentation
Issues

One
Consultant and
two Lexical
Data Entry
Operators
Heired for 12
months and
Thee Laptops
Purchased

Development
of Natural
Language
Processing
(NLP) Tools for
Transliteration
between
Shindi Scripts

Developed
Sindhi (dev)
Typing tool

N/A

Appointments:

Completed

N/A

Feb 2015

Completed

The system has
been designed
using dictionaries
database, mapping
rules and language
model

April 2015

Completed

AJAX & Dot Net
web Service
Technology

March 2014(2),
and June 2014

Sindhi
Electronic
Dictionaries

April 30 2015

3 million Word
corpus of
Sindhi (dev)
5 million Word
corpus of
Sindhi (Arabic)

N/A

N/A

Offline Sindhi
(dev) to
Sindhi(Arabic)
transliteration
and Reverse

Offline Beta
Version
developed

Research Publication in
ICON2014

Online Perso
Arabic-Indic
script
Transliteration
System

Free Online
Version
developed

http://sangam.learnpunjabi.org

Sangam: A Perso-Arabic to
Indic Script Machine
Transliteration Model

Transliteration Scripts
Urdu-Hindi
Sindhi-Sindhi(dev)
Shahmukhi-Gurmukhi
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Project outputs, communication and dissemination activities
Tips: Take into account that the reader of your report has not being involved in project implementation, so
readers do not have any further knowledge besides the information you are providing here.
This section of the report will allow you document the communication and dissemination efforts that the project
team has conducted, which might be part of a specific communication strategy design as part of the project, or in
place for the organization as a whole. When possible, please provide information about strategies in place and
the rationale behind them.
Lessons can be learned from many aspects of project implementation, covering a wide variety of aspects such
as technical, social, cultural and economical. Taking the rationale behind the project and its objectives can serve
as a framework to draw your conclusions. Lessons can be identified by project partners, beneficiaries and
general staff from the organization. A project diary and other activity records can serve as a tool to reflect during
project team meetings and immediately after project activities are conducted.
Outputs are immediate, visible, concrete developmental change that is the tangible consequence
of project activities, under direct control of the project team.
Example of possible outputs to report are:
- New products and Services (software, online platforms, applications);
- Information sharing and dissemination (publications, conferences, multimedia, social media);
- Knowledge creation (new knowledge embodied in forms other than publications or reports, such as new
technologies, new methodologies, new curricula, new policies);
- Training (short-term training, internships or fellowships, training seminars and workshops) and
- Research Capacity (research skills; research management capacity and capacity to link research to
utilization of research results).

Project outputs

Status

Assessment

Dissemination efforts

Sindhi Transliteration Tables

Completed, March, 2014

This is base of our Rule based
Transliteration System

N/A

Sindhi (Devnagri) Typing Tool

Completed, April, 2014

Helpful for creating Sindhi
(Devnagri) electronic Dictionary
and Corpus data

N/A

Online Perso Arabic-Indic
script Transliteration System

Completed, April, 2015

Transliteration Accuracy ranges
between 92-97% at word level

Research Publication
in ICON2014, Sangam:
A Perso-Arabic to Indic
Script Machine
Transliteration Model, 18-21 December
2014, Goa University, Goa, India.

Demonstrated at

'Sangam: A Perso Arabic-Indic Script
Machine Transliteration System' has
been accepted as a demonstration for
the ICTD 2015 International Conference
at Singapore, 15-18, May 2015.
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SANGAM Online System http://sangam.learnpunjabi.org

Research Findings
Challenges faced in Sindhi Script Transliteration:
1. Ambiguity at character level.
It is observed that corresponding to many Sindhi characters in one script there are multiple mappings into target
script as shown in Table. Additional information such as grammar rules and context are needed to select the
appropriate script character for such Perso-Arabic characters.
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Table 1: Character level ambiguity

Unicode

Sindhi (Perso Arabic)

Sindhi(Devnagri)

0627(begin)

ا

अ

0627 (mid or end)

ا

अ, ाा

0646 (begin)

ن

न

0646 (mid or end)

ن

न, ािं, ा

0648 (begin)

و

ि, ऊ, ओ, औ

0648 (mid or end)

و

ि, ाो, ाौ, ाु, ाू , ऊ, ओ, औ

2. Missing diacritic symbols in Sindhi.
Diacritical marks are critical for correct pronunciation and sometimes even for disambiguation of certain words.
The diacritical marks are also used for germination (doubling of a consonant) and mark the absence of a vowel
following a base consonant. But the diacritical marks and short vowels are sparingly used in Perso-Arabic script
writings. These missing diacritical marks and short vowels create substantial difficulties for transliteration
systems, as the missing diacritic marks and vowels have to be guessed by the system and added for correct
transliteration.

Table 2: Sindhi words with missing diacritics
Sindhi Word

Equivalent words in Devnagri script

(without diacritic)

 اندرअिंदरर, अिंदरु
 اڙيअड़ी, अड़े
 گسڪڻगगस कणु, गगस कणण
 کٽखट, खहट
3. Ambiguity at word level
The causes of word ambiguity in Sindhi text are due to character level ambiguity and missing diacritics in the
Sindhi text. The solution to this problem will be to develop a system for word sense disambiguation that is widely
discussed area of NLP. Statistical language modeling has been widely used for such type of problems and
higher-level language information will be needed to choose the most relevant word in target script.
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Table 3: Ambiguity at word level in Sindhi
Sindhi Word

Equivalent words in Devnagri script

 وکیلिकीि, पिकेि
 قسمकक़स्मु, क़ मु
4. Handling Typical Spellings
Transliteration is not trivial to automate, but transliteration of Perso-Arabic script to Devnagri script is even more
challenging problem. Since the language does not change, so it becomes important the correct spellings and
context of the (foreign/loan) wordsis maintained in target script.
Table 4: Words with Typical Spellings

 اسکولस्कूि
 اسٹوڈیوस्टूिीयो
 انویسٹمنٹइनिै टमैंट
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Project outcomes
Tips: This section should be completed ONLY for the final report.
ISIF Asia expects you to report about the outcomes of the project as defined in the table below, based on the
project implementation section of this report. Project team is encouraged to discuss the questions provided
below to guide the reflection:
Can you identify and describe the relationships between the activities implemented and the social, economical,
cultural and/or political benefits of your project implementation?
Outcomes can be defined as:
•
•
•
•
•

Medium-term effects
Effect of a series of achieved outputs
Should capture the changes for the
beneficiaries
Take place during the life of project/strategy
Influence but not direct control

A) Reaching through Social Media:
1. Twitter (Sindhi Voices)
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2. Facebook (Sindhi Sangat)

India/Pakistan Media Coverage:
1. The project has been publicised in newspapers in India and Pakistan. The information has been spread in
English as well as Hindi/Sindhi (Dev), Sindhi (Perso-Arabic) and Punjabi.
1) Times of India, Circulated in India, Language: English
2) Daily Sindh Express, Pakistan, Language: Sindhi (Person-Arabic)
3) Sindhu Garjana, Faizabad, India, Language: Sindhi (Devanagri)
4) Jagaran City, Patiala, Punjab India, Language: Hindi
5) Jagbani, PunjabIndia, Language: Punjabi
6) Jagaran City, Patiala, Punjab India, Language: Punjabi
2. Contact has been established with user groups in Pakistan and the Sindhi Diaspora in Europe and North
America. In particular contact with Dalit led NGOs in Pakistan has been made in light of future
dissemination of the software.
News from Pakistan：
Language: Sindhi (Person-Arabic); Date: 2014/09/11, Daily Sindh Express, Pakistan
URL:
http://sindhexpress.com.pk/epaper/PoPupwindow.aspx?newsID=130187801&Issue=NP_HYD&Date=20
140911

DrVirinder S. Kalra Oversees (UK) Project Coordinator During his visit to Pakistan
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3. News Content published on 11/09/2014 in Daily Sindh Express Pakistan
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News Content Published in The Express Tribune, September 19th, 2014

Transcending barriers: Software to break down the wall within the
Sindhi language
By Z Ali
Published: September 19, 2014

194 SHARES SHARE TWEET EMAIL

DrVirenderKalra has embarked upon a one-year project of transliterating the Arabic and Devanngri scripts of Sindhi with the help of an
internet-based software. PHOTO: EXPRESS

HYDERABAD:
The Sindhi people, divided by religion and borders, also read their
mother tongue in two different scripts – Arabic and Devanagri. While
Indian Sindhis do, to some extent, read the former, the present
generation of Sindhis in Pakistan find Devanagri illegible.
“Not even a Sindhi language scholar has emerged in Sindh so far who is ‘au fai t’ with the two scripts of the
language,” writes Sindhi Language Authority (SLA) chairperson Dr. Fehmida Hussain in her booklet ‘Learning
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the Sindhi Language’. “There is a treasure trove of literature, past and present, in both the scripts, but few
Sindhis can benefit from it.”
Literature is not the only realm where the divided people face an obstruction; the Sindhis on the two sides of
the Pakistan-India border also have trouble communicating with each other in writing. However, with the help
of technological advancement, this barrier is likely to be circumvented before long.
Dr. Virender Kalra, a lecturer from the University of Manchester, has embarked upon a one-year project of
transliterating the two scripts with the help of an internet-based software. Visiting Hyderabad for two days, he
met Sindhi writers, poets and SLA officials to gather their recommendations.
Meanwhile, Ali Hassan Mallah, a Jamshoro-based software manufacturer with a knack for Sindhi literature
and poetry, claims to have already made transliteration software.
Dr. Virender Kalra
Having previously prepared transliteration software for the two Punj abi scripts – Shahmukhi, with Perso-Arabic
letters, and Gurmukhi, with Landa letters derived from the Indic scripts – DrKalra has moved on to Sindhi and
its scripts. Like the earlier project, this one is also funded by the Punjabi University in Patiala, In dia.
“The software will transliterate one script into the other without affecting the phonology of the word,” he
explained. However, the computer programme, which will be available on the Punjabi University’s website, will
not help the readers of one script decipher the other.
The majority of Sindhis in India live in the states of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maharashtra. According to
DrKalra, while the schools in these states teach Sindhi in both scripts, most of them use Devanagri.
“Literature has a rich vein of Sindhi in the Arabic script,” said DrKalra. “A large number of books, newspapers,
magazines and other reading materials are published in it. Indian Sindhis would benefit a lot if they were able
to read these.”
For SLA secretary Taj Joyo, DrKalra’s undertaking is the need of the hour if Sindhis are to transcend their own
language barrier.
News from India
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Software-to-melt-India-Pakistans-Sindhi-scriptbarrier/articleshow/41556896.cms
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Language: Sindhi

(Devanagri)

Date: 2014/11/ (01-15), Sindhu Garjana, Faizabad, India
email: garjanasindhu@gmail.com

Language: Hindi, Date: 2014/03/12, JagaranCity, Patiala, Punjab India
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Language: Punjabi, Date: 2014/05/04, Jagbani, PunjabIndia,
URL: http://www.jagbani.com

Language: Punjabi
Date: 2014/03/12
JagaranCity,Patiala, Punjab India
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B) Response from Sindhi Community:
As an impact of media coverage, we have received emails from Sindhi community. They are very excited and
eagerly waiting for the system to use. Mr Rakesh Lakhani an IT Professional, Sindhi Blogger & Activist and
VimmiSadarangani, Associate Professor of Sindhi, Tolani College of Arts & Science, Adipur. Kutch Gujarat has
offered their services or helps to us and participated in the 5 days’ 2nd Sindhi workshop at MSU Baroda, India.
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Appreciation from Project Beneficiaries

C) Media Impact through Google Search:
If anyone can search Google with three keywords Sindhi Script Barriers more than one dozen links are
pointing to our project.
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Project management and sustainability
Tips: Please comment on the general project administration, staffing, procurement, etc. specially those
aspects contributing to the fulfilment of the project objectives as well as those that have delay project
implementation.
Indicate how the project team has strengthened its capacity and work towards sustainability with the support
provided by ISIF Asia? (new equipment, training, improved administrative skills, lessons learned from the
project). Has the organization increased its research or administrative skills of the team involved? Has the
project allowed for a particular contribution to capacity building of women or marginalized social groups? Special
attention should be paid to the expected or unexpected impact on marginalized social groups.
Have you done anything different to provide administrative support for this project besides your “business as
usual” processes and procedures? Has the project inspired change inside your organization?
Sustainability is to be examined not only in terms of staff retention and financial stability of the
organization supporting the project but about the communities’ appropriation of benefits
perceived from project implementation.
The ISIF Asia Secretariat is very interest to learn if this project has generated opportunities for future
development (new funding from partnerships, sponsorships, investment or other funding mechanisms), please
provide details.
Please explain if the ISIF Asia grant has helped to consolidate your organization and how. If any of the project
activities will continue after the end of the ISIF Asia grant, please describe how your organization is planning to
support future developments.
The proposed project needed an expert and committed team to work round the clock for meeting the time based
objectives. The existing work force of the Advanced Centre formed the substantial part of the team with
additional support from the Department of Computer Science and the University Administration team. However,
additional language experts were also needed for the purpose of project implementation and these were
accessed through meetings and workshops. They imparted learning and intensive training sessions to the
existing team members. This led to retention of existing staff.
The hardware needed was locally procured by exploring the existing internal procurement channels. The
software was also suitably upgraded. Another important aspect of project implementation involved reorganizing
the department functioning to project based system supported by skilled team members specifically selected and
trained for the purpose.
The funding received was invariably intended to enable organization to undertake aforementioned steps and to
provide enough financial support for self-sustenance of the department.
This grant has supported the further development of the Advanced Centre, such that it is the leading
computational linguistics department in Asia. It has already attracted Indian government investment due to the
opportunities created by the ISIF fund and will seek to do more in future.
The existing team of the Advanced Centre at Punjabi University, Patiala will continue to develop and maintain
the transliteration software using internal resources as well as to measure and follow the impact of the internetbased software. With the help of this technological advancement, Sindhis on the two sides of the Pakistan-India
border now have no trouble in communicating with each other, in writing.
Future developments of the transliteration system would be to incorporate a host of other Indian languages
sharing similar speech but having different scripts for writing, for example, Kashmiri and Konkani.
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Impact
Tips: This section of the report does not refer to the project activities, but about the “bigger picture”. It will be
desirable if the project team can reflect on the impact that the project has contributed to as part of other
actions implemented by your organization and/or your partners.
Impact refers to the influence the project may had on the way people does things through the
use or adoption of the project outputs; changes in the context the project was implemented;
changes in the community the project has been working with; and/or changes inside the
organizations that have participated in the implementation or the relationships established
through the project’s implementation.
Impact is often impossible to measure in the short term and is rarely attributable to a single activity. Impact can
be linked to a vision or long-term development goal that your organization might be working towards.
It can be identified as a logical consequence of achieving a combination of outputs and outcomes.
Impact is usually measurable after the project life and is outside the direct control of the project team and the
organization.
It is too early to reflect on the extent to which communication between India, Pakistan and the Sindhi diaspora
has of yet improved. However, the methodology of using digital platforms to enhance communication has been
demonstrated in our previous work on transliteration. Our methodology of working across the India-Pakistan
border (via the UK) is also a fundamental shift in the way in which projects can be implemented. This is in the
context of fluctuating political relations between India and Pakistan, which can make research and social impact
difficult to engage with.

Overall Assessment
Tips: This section of the report is extremely valuable for the ISIF Asia secretariat as it provides evidence
about the role and relevance of ISIF Asia contributions in the Asia Pacific region.
Tips: Briefly provide your own views on the value and importance of the project relative to the proposed
innovation, investment of time, effort and funding involved. Include the strengths and weaknesses of the project
and the steps taken to strengthen the credibility and reliability.
This is your opportunity to conduct a team reflection about the value of the project for the organization. The
following questions might help you to prepare a substantive overall assessment.







To what extend the project meet its objectives?
What were the most important findings and outputs of the project? What will be done with them?
What contribution to development did the project make?
Were certain aspects of project design, management and implementation particularly important to the
degree of success of the project?
To what extend the project help build up the research capacity of your institution or of the individuals
involved?
What lessons can be derived that would be useful in improving future performance?

The overall objective of the project has been achieved with the launch of Internet based SANGAM transliteration
software. This bi-directional, web based Sindhi Language Transliteration Tool is designed to facilitate written
communication among Sindhis on the two sides of the Pakistan-India border and those living anywhere on the
planet. As per the project’s commitment, the transliteration accuracy of the system ranges between 92-97%,
which is a bit lower than hoped, but still we are satisfied with the progress we have achieved so far. The
following challenges are faced in Sindhi Script Transliteration:
1. Ambiguity at character level.
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2. Missing diacritic symbols in Sindhi.
3. Ambiguity at word level.
4. Handling typical spellings.
In order to achieve high transliteration accuracy, we employed both rule-based as well as statistical approaches
to Sindhi script transliteration.
Research Contribution
We have presented and published the research work in ICON2014, “Sangam: A Perso-Arabic to Indic Script
Machine Transliteration Model”, 18-21 December, 2014, Goa University, Goa, India and SANGAM system
demonstration has been successfully presented during ICTD 2015 International Conference at Singapore, 1518, May 2015.
Sindhi Literature in bi-scripts for Wider Visibility:
Dr Fehmida Hussain of Pakistan in her book ‘Learning the
Sindhi Language’ said, “There is a treasure trove of
literature, past and present, in both the scripts, but few
Sindhis can benefit from it.”
Thus, this is our first effort to publish Sindhi literature in bi-scripts for wider visibility. Using our typing tool and
transliteration software we have digitized and transliterated one book of Dr. M. K. Jetley, Vice Chairman, Sindhi
Academy, Delhi, published in India in Sindhi (Dev) script into Sindhi (Peso-Arabic) for people living in Pakistan.
Other contributions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bi-directional web based Sindhi Language Transliteration website.
Typing Tool for Sindhi (Devanagri).
Language models developed to support statistical transliteration.
Bi-script electronic dictionaries.

Research Capacity
The center has previously worked on and is currently undertaking three projects, which are of direct relevance to
the present application. We have completed the Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi Transliteration Solution for Networking
and the Transliteration system from Urdu/Kashmiri to Roman script and Urdu/Hindi Transliteration. The gained
experience has contributed significantly to achieve the desired objectives. Earlier, the development of such
systems had taken two or more years but this time we have completed the project in one-year duration.
In addition to this the Sindhi language consultant and Sindhi Workshops/Meetings organized in India and
Pakistan had played a major role in construction of lexical resources and transliteration rules for the script
transliteration engine. We explored the raw script corpus for getting character alignments between the two
scripts. To achieve present accuracy, we have implemented statistical and rule based techniques including the
usage of n-gram word analysis for transliterating Sindhi text in Urdu script to Devnagri and reverse.
Unlike the existing systems, the SANGAM web based bi-directional transliteration system has been deployed
using advanced state of the art technology. Developing such system has definitely impact on the improvement of
individual’s capability and knowledge.
On the basis of what we learned from past research is that we have developed a common platform for all PersoArbaic and Indic scripts. As acknowledged earlier, the most important lesson learnt by the project team was that
the transliteration system could be extended with ease to incorporate a host of other Indian languages sharing
similar speech but having different scripts for writing, for example, like Kashmiri and Konkani languages of India.
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Recommendations
Tips: Include any recommendations in this section that you and your project team, the organizations supporting
the project and the community you worked with, would like to make to other practitioners or researchers on the
field facing similar problems or implementing similar solutions.
Please take a minute to share recommendations with the ISIF Asia secretariat that might help to improve the
support provided.
Arguably, Computers have massively aided in the increase in communication via text and speech over the
Internet throughout the world; however baring a few number of the world’s languages which currently enjoy the
privileges/benefits of modern language technologies such as machine translation/Transliteration and speech
recognition, the majority of languages of the world have not been able to enjoy measurable technological
upliftment and have been marginalized. These under-resourced languages suffer from glaring frailties, both
observed and obvious, such as limited presence on the web; lack of linguistic expertise; and most importantly
lack of electronic resources for language processing, such as; monolingual corpora; bilingual electronic
dictionaries; parallel corpora; pronunciation dictionaries, vocabulary tables, etc.
Therefore, we strongly recommend and urge the researchers to contribute towards this urgent need to develop
such lacking resources for all such possible languages around us. The strengthened electronic database will
provide ease to other language researchers to do more research in this area.
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